THE KEY OF LIFE
Session 0: Infinite Possibility

STATEMENT OF POSSIBILITY–By changing your point of view, you can
transform your experience of life into one of performance art--a dance, a
dream, an epic tragicomedy, a grand and glorious game.
Janus Blumë © 2021
Ready for a Game-changer?
Are you ready for a game changer, a
new-deal-maker and old-deal-breaker? Hi, I’m
Janus. Over the past few years I’ve had major
breakthroughs in my life. I look around and see
others struggling with the kinds of things that
used to get me down and keep me down. I want to
share some ideas with you about breaking free
and breaking through, living your life’s purpose,
living a life you love. I want to talk to you about going downstream, floating with the
flow instead of fighting the current–about getting in tune with the key of life.
Take a moment now to read the Statement of Possibility for “ The Key of Life
Series: STATEMENT OF POSSIBILITY–By changing your point of view, you
can transform your experience of life into one of performance art--a
dance, a dream, an epic tragicomedy, a grand and glorious game.
Janus Blumë © 2021
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I wrote this so that you can see what we’re aiming for in this course. In this first,
free session we’re going to look at your identity and how it came to be. The entire series
will include a total of nine sessions. We’ll discuss a number of different ideas you can
use to free yourself to be more than you ever thought you could be.
We Live in a Happening
Here is a picture of one of my favorite
landmarks, Half Dome, the granite
mountain towering over the floor of the
Yosemite Valley. What could be more
solid? Yet we all learned in school that
everything is made of atoms.
How does this tie into your identity and
getting in tune with the key of life? Be patient. We’ll segue back so you can see how it all
fits together with you reclaiming your own true nature.
We think we live in a solid world, but we know it’s made of atoms, and atoms are
made of subatomic particles. Quantum physicists, the scientists who study the behavior
of matter at subatomic levels, tell us that atoms are almost completely empty. In fact, if
you do an internet search for ‘How much of an atom is empty space?’ you’ll get the
answer, 99.9999999999996%.
The particles aren’t even solid
matter. They act more like waves of
motion until someone measures them.
Then they behave like particles.
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Quantum researchers have redefined the term ‘subatomic particle.’ They now refer to it
as ‘the excitation of a field.’
Here’s a quote from Werner Heisenberg, who won the
Nobel Prize for physics in 1932, “The atoms or elementary
particles themselves are not real; they form a world of
potentialities or possibilities rather than one of things or facts.”
This is the scientist who came up with the “Heisenberg
Uncertainty Theory,” a founding principle of modern quantum
physics. When he says that the atoms or elementary particles
are not real, he knows what he’s talking about.
We Live in a Happening
So, this world we live in seems solid, and the objects in it appear to be still. But,
they’re actually energy in motion. In the 60s we had events we called ‘happenings.’ Well,
that’s what we live in. We don’t live in a solid world, but in a happening. It’s really more
like music.
Let’s put these two images together. On the left we see the artist’s rendition of an
atom–on the right, a different artist’s interpretation of the Song of the spheres, . Both
pictures illustrate motion and flow.
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Going with the Flow
Since life is more like music, poetry, or a happening than a collection of solid
objects, it has a current. The particles are dancing with each other, interacting with, and
moving through each other. They’re waves of potentiality in constant motion, and they
move in a direction just like the wind or the current of a river. If you’re in tune, you can
simply float downstream.
That’s how life can be when we
surrender to the current, the flow,
the song of the universe. Every
moment is perfect, just the way
that it is. Peace and joy are always
nearby and almost always
accessible, even in the shadow of
sorrow or pain. There is a place in
the stream reserved for yo u, and when you’re aware that you’re in it, you can relax and
float downstream.
You may remember being ‘in the zone.’ These are the
times when life itself seems to lift you, to be the wind
beneath your wings. We all know how rare and elusive
those moments can be, times when you’re consciously
surrendered to the flow, and you can feel life itself
supporting you, guiding you. To use the metaphor from the
title of the course, these are the times when we’re in tune with the key of life. For many
of us, such beautiful days may be as elusive as a rare butterfly.
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So Easily Dethroned
I can wake up feeling like a queen and be in crisis before
noon. It used to happen to me a lot. Sometimes little
annoyances would build up, feeding my stress level until it felt
as if the world was crashing in around me. Here’s an example.
See if you can relate.
Suppose I’m ready for an appointment, but at the last minute I can’t find my
keys. Now I’m a little rattled, but at least I’m still on time. I get to the car and plug my
phone in to get directions, and the app acts up, wasting even more precious minutes.
Feelings of frustration and my internal monolog feed off
of each other. A downward spiral sets in. Now I really am
late. Then, on top of everything else, I run into road
work, and I’m in a long line of cars waiting to be
motioned forward. My heart pounds, my hands shake,
and my mind won’t stop circling.
“Why aren’t we moving? ” it goes. “I’m so late! Should I text? Reschedule? Is it
safe to turn around here? Why do I always undermine myself like this? Why, why why? ”
I used to deal with days like this by following the advice dispensed by
mental health experts and many online gurus. I would look at what
happened, the psychic cost, and figure out how to do better next time. The
following snippet is from an actual internet article. “What we can and must
do is learn from what we have done, so we can act more usefully in the
present and future.”
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But, that’s a lot of work. It supposes that I can
remember what caused every incident of anxiety, and
prevent it from happening again. Besides, when we’re
always looking backwards at our ‘mistakes’ it’s easy to get
stuck in the past or in the fantasy of a better life in the
future. The key of life modulates moment by moment.
That’s why mystics and gurus from around the globe and
across time teach us that miracles happen in ‘the here and now.’

Young, Wild, and Free
I recall being a young child in a small farming town located in
the San Joaquin Valley. Winters were cold for California, and
triple-digit temperatures were common in summer. But, in the
fantasy wonderland of my yard I felt neither heat, cold, nor
hunger. In winter, armed with only a stick, I attacked the ice in
the irrigation ditch, pretending to be a great ice-breaking ship. I
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spent summer afternoons as a horse, running through the grass, pulling a carriage. Only
with great reluctance did I leave my games when called in for a meal.
The responsibilities of life gradually robbed me
of childhood joys, but then in 1980 I discovered the basics
of mindful living in the human potential movement. Once
again, I tasted the sweetness of those early carefree
days—joy and a natural sense of flowing with the
moment. If only keeping it had been as easy as finding it!
It played peek-a-boo with me for decades.
A few years ago, I finally stopped letting the static get
in the way and heard the song of the spheres—accurately, truly, and in the original key.
The game of life seems designed to be a near-constant challenge, But now, getting back
into the flow gets quicker and easier for me all the time. I want to share my discoveries.
Maybe you can skip the many years of searching.
Why Start with Zero?
The major arcana of the Tarot deck starts with zero, a circle which stands for
infinity. Before we begin a journey or a project, anything is possible. Here is the lesson
of Session 0, your takeaway for taking the time to read this--You are neither your
personality, your thoughts, nor your ego. Your identity lies not in content, but in
context. It is possible at any moment to return to infinite possibility within the silence of
your being. You are already in harmony with The Key of Life when you ‘unforget’ who
you are.
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You don’t need to find some secret. There’s nothing new to learn. I invite you to
‘unforget’ your true identity. Somewhere, hidden under decades of conditioning, you
know the truth.
You are a child of creation, the
fulfillment of your ancestors’ fondest
dreams and the possibility of a
better world for your descendants.
You have a place at the table; you
belong. Stop trying to get better and
let yourself ‘just be.’
You may discover your ability to
morph like the butterfly and rise like
the phoenix. Who knows, you might even uncover the SuperYou that you always
suspected you might be. You won’t even need a costume, though masks and capes are
optional. Remember, when Superman stepped into the phone booth (that was a
different world back then, huh?) and stepped out again in his cape and tights, he hadn’t
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changed into something other than himself. He was simply revealing his true nature to
the world. This is the possibility to which course is dedicated. Want to know how much
it costs?
Pay What You Want!
That’s right. I want everyone to be able to benefit from this, so pay what works for
you. One word of caution. Our society equates value with money, so be sure you pay
enough to fully appreciate its worth. I’ve set $25 as a minimum for that reason. You
might spend $25 without blinking. Someone else may have to scrape their pennies
together. The right amount for you will be high enough to feel the expense, but not so
much that it makes a dent in your standard of living. Here are some suggested levels.
● Archangel $148 +
● Angel

$147

● Champion $97
● Supporter $37
● Other*

$____

* $25 Minimum
When you sign up for the entire series, you will get 8 more slideshow sessions.
Each lesson will include ideas to support your journey to your authentic self. Here are
some of the topics we will address:
● Live the Experience, not the Label
● The Powers of Observation and Radical Acceptance
● Words of Power to Lessen the Pain of Guilt
● Polish your Ego So it Becomes your Faithful Servant
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● Meditation (Especially for those who think they can’t)
● Start Every Day with a Win
● Paradox and Confusion, the Guardians of the Temple of Transformation
● The Law of Attraction–What’s Real? What's Pseudoscience?
But wait–there’s more! (Sorry, I couldn’t resist). We all have different
learning modalities. You’ll get PDFs of every session, one with pictures and one without.
You can study it however you like. Print it up (with or without pictures), underline it,
revisit the exercises, make it yours. You can also reach out to me by email if you have
questions or concerns.
You have now completed Infinite Possibility, Session 0 of The Key of Life. I hope
it’s given you some benefit and given you a few worthwhile things to think about. You
may know others who would also find this session to be of value, so please help me
spread the light! I would love to see you in Session 1.
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